The present paper focuses on the Middle English preposition twēn(e) 'between, among, in between'. The aim of the study is to review the acknowledged etymology of twēn(e) as well as to provide its semantics, dialect distribution, complete textual distribution (record of texts employing twēn(e)), and absolute token frequency. Moreover, all texts including the preposition twēn(e) are subject to an analysis of the whole variety of prepositions meaning 'between' and their token frequency in order to establish the proportions of the use of twēn(e) and other discussed prepositions, especially the better established preposition betwēn(e) in texts employing twēn(e).
Introduction
The present paper focuses on the Middle English preposition twēn(e) 'between, among, in between'. The aim of the study is to provide a plausible etymology of twēn(e) as well as its semantics, dialect distribution, textual distribution (a full record of texts employing twēn(e)), and absolute token frequency. Moreover, all 92 texts found to contain the preposition twēn(e) are examined in order to establish the whole repertoire of prepositions meaning 'between' in them and to evaluate their token frequency and the proportion of the application of twēn(e) as against all other examined prepositions, especially the better established preposition betwēn(e) in these texts. Finally, apart from contributing to a better knowledge of the Middle English preposition twēn(e), a more general aim of the present study is to point out the need to employ complete historical English texts for the study of prepositions.
As regards the applied method, acknowledged historical English dictionaries such as the Middle English Dictionary online (henceforth the MED online) and the Oxford English Dictionary online (henceforth the OED online) are employed for the analysis. The linguistic information provided in these is used to critically evaluate the origin of the preposition twēn(e) and to establish a more plausible etymology of the preposition as well as to construct a semantic profile and preliminary dialect and textual distribution profiles of twēn (e) . Then, the Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse is employed in order to corroborate the dialect and textual distribution patterns of twēn(e). Finally, the corpus and a few complete Middle English texts listed by the MED online as containing twēn(e) but not included in the corpus are exposed to the investigation of all the types of prepositions meaning 'between' and of their token frequency and proportions of use.
The present study is of both a qualitative and quantitative nature. The etymology and the semantics of twēn(e) will be considered in the context of subjectification (Traugott 1989 (Traugott , 1995 , whereas the analysis of the dialect distribution, textual distribution and token frequency constitutes the statistical part of the paper.
Studies in Medieval English prepositions
Some Medieval English prepositions have been recently of interest to a few scholars. Lundskaer-Nielsen (1993) focuses on the semantics and syntax of the prepositions in, on, and at in selected Medieval English texts. Molencki (2005 Molencki ( , 2007a Molencki ( , 2007b Molencki ( , 2008 Molencki ( , 2011a Molencki ( , 2011b devotes his papers to the study of prepositions such as after, before, because, forward in the framework of Hopper & Traugott's (2003) grammaticalization and Traugott's (1989 Traugott's ( , 1995 subjectification as well as to the analysis of a group of prepositions/conjunctions borrowed from French. Krygier (2011) discusses the preposition till in Old English and concentrates on a thorough investigation of its actual etymology in the context of structural borrowing. Iglesias-Rábade (2011) selects for his study a group of twelve Middle English prepositions including aboue, after, at, bi, bifore, bihinde, biside, in, on, ouer, þurgh and under and studies their attestations in the Helsinki Corpus. investigates the loss of the preposition yēond in Middle English on the basis of Layamon's Brut. The Middle English preposition twēn(e) lacks proper treatment or even a remark in Middle English grammars or handbooks. As regards detailed studies of other prepositions meaning 'between', Kitson (1993 Kitson ( , 1996 , who establishes the provenance of selected Old English texts on the basis of spelling and phonetic variants of selected lexemes, thoroughly discusses also the dialect distribution, frequencies and syntax of the forms of the OE preposition between. Moreover, Alcorn (2013) concentrates on the placement of nominal and pronominal objects in phrases including variants of the prepositions by, for and between in Old English. Ciszek-Kiliszewska (2013, in press ) provides a detailed account of the Middle English prepositions emell(e) and twix respectively.
Corpus descriptions
The Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse is a part of the Middle English Compendium online supported by the University of Michigan. The corpus description found on the official site contains information about the corpus so far including 54 Middle English texts and the statement that the corpus will be successively extended. However, the bibliography of the Middle English Compendium online comprises as many as 146 texts and text collections, some of them preserved in two or more manuscripts each (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/ cme/browse.html; 18 April 2013). These are texts of all the attested Middle English genres and text types such as, e.g., religious texts, chronicles, documents and plays. Both poetry and prose texts are collected. These features of the Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse illustrate the extensiveness and representativeness of the corpus.
Etymology of twēn(e)
The Middle English Dictionary online labels the preposition twēn(e) as a "[s]hortened form of bitwēne prep. or atwēn prep." It also refers the reader back to "OE twēonum in phrase be him (sǣm, ūs) twēonum". The earliest occurrence of twēn(e) recorded by the MED comes from c. 1175 and can be found in Holy Rood (MS Bodl. 343) .
The Oxford English Dictionary online describes tween as an "[a]phetic form of ATWEEN prep. and adv., BETWEEN prep., adv., and n." The earliest citation is dated to 1330 and comes from Guy of Warwick (MS Auchinleck).
However, it has to be noticed that while the ME bitwēne goes back to the OE betwēonum, the first attestation of atwēn is recorded only in 1425 in John Lydgate's Troy Book (MS Cotton Augustus A.4; the MED). Hence, the etymology of the preposition twēn(e) needs to be revised and the ME twēn(e) should rather be defined as "an aphetic form of betwēn(e) < OE betwēonum". The MED online describes twēn(e) as having meanings such as 'between, among, in between'. The most frequent is the meaning 'between', which seems to be the prototypical meaning of the investigated preposition. It can also be concluded from the definition that the ME twēn(e), like the ME betwēn(e) from which twēn(e) was derived, can assume locative (1.), temporal (2.) and abstract (3., 4. and 5.) senses. The prototypical sense of betwēn(e), and hence of twēn(e), was locative, thus literal, which then gave rise to some metaphoric, more abstract semantic extensions (cf. Traugott 1989 Traugott , 1995 . The comparison of the MED online definition of twēn(e) with a slightly more detailed definition of the preposition bitwēn(e) demonstrates that it is not only the senses, but also the references of the two prepositions which overlap 1 (see Table 1 and definitions below). This means that the same semantic context is available for the Middle English preposition twēn(e) as for the better established preposition betwēn(e), which apart from going back to Old English was used in a much wider range of texts. The proportion of the application of twēn(e) and betwēn(e), and other prepositions meaning 'between', will be then tested in all texts which employ twēn(e). The Oxford English Dictionary online does not provide the meaning of the Middle English preposition twēn(e).
Dialect distribution and textual distribution of twēn(e)
The Middle English Dictionary online makes no clear statement concerning the dialect distribution of the preposition twēn(e) in Middle English. The dictionary records the use of twēn(e) in 14 texts preserved in 15 manuscripts which could be localized in the South-West, in the North and in the East-Midlands. The manuscripts, however, are not equally distributed. Only one manuscript comes from the South-West and only two manuscripts (one text) from the North. The remaining 12 manuscripts can be localized in the East-Midlands. Moreover, it is noteworthy that of the latter, the majority of the texts, i.e., eight, constitute those by John Lydgate. Table 2 below classifies dialectally the texts containing twēn(e). These particular texts will be subject to quantitative analysis in section 7 below. The Oxford English Dictionary online, similarly to the Middle English Dictionary online, only lists texts in which it attests the preposition twēn(e). Among these, there are only six Middle English texts. Table 3 below organises them according to the dialects of the manuscripts. All these texts have been included in the MED online entry for twēn(e). Table 4 below). Should be 1500 (cf. MED online).
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The MED online labels this passage of text as Praise of peace from 1460. 6 The corpus had been searched for all possible spellings such as twen*, tween*, tuen*, tven*, twyn*, twin*, tuyn*, tvin*, tvyn*.
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Moreover, twēn(e) can be found in one South-Western text, i.e., Holy rood (1175) and in two Northern manuscripts of one text, i.e., Cursor mundi (1400).
7. Token frequency and the proportion of twēn(e) and other prepositions meaning 'between'
The detailed analysis of the entire preserved Middle English texts in which the MED online attests the presence of twēn(e) (see Table 2 above) provides insight into the token frequency of the investigated preposition and other prepositions meaning 'between'. In the present section the examined texts will be first grouped according to the dialectal provenance of the manuscript in which they are preserved. Next, the author will provide the repertoire (type frequency) of prepositions meaning 'between' as registered in particular texts by the Middle English Dictionary online. These types will be subsequently validated against respective whole texts. Finally, the token frequency of twēn(e) and other attested prepositions meaning 'between' will be calculated. Moreover, the results of the Corpus of Middle English prose and verse search will be presented in this section. The type and token frequency of twēn(e) and other prepositions meaning 'between' will be likewise provided for these. The discussion is supplemented with some examples illustrating the usage. All the findings are summarised in Table 5 (e) . Surprisingly, twēn(e), which is the least frequent of all these prepositions with only one occurrence in each manuscript, is recorded by the MED online At the same time, for example, the use of bitwix(e), which is the most frequent preposition from the analysed group appearing as many as 96 times in MS Göt Theol 107, is omitted from the Middle English Dictionary online. Table 5 below shows the token frequency of 'between' prepositions in the two manuscripts. Types neglected by the MED online are put in bold type. Kitson (1993 Kitson ( , 1996 In The pilgrimage of the life of man (MS Cotton Vitel) from 1426 there is a wide range of types of the prepositions meaning 'between'. Round the beginning of the text one can find the only instance of twēn(e) (see example (23) below). Further in the manuscript, there appear atwēn (16 occurrences), atwix (11 occurrences), betwixt (5 occurrences) and bitwēn(e) (2 occurrences). The prepositions seem to be used interchangeably with parallel senses (see examples (24) and (25) below). Atwēn and atwix tend to be used with the numeral 'two' and with 'both' (see example (26) (e) . The use of the preposition is accompanied by five occurrences of atwēn and three of atwix. Twēn(e) rather appears with nouns without numerals, whereas atwēn tends to be followed by a numeral 'two', e.g., (28) Tween wynd and wawe his barge almost brast (l. 250)
Thus atween tweyne hangyng in ballance, (l. 477)
Other East Midland texts
There are some dozen instances of the preposition twēn(e) in four East Midland texts not attributed to John Lydgate. Interestingly, the MED records their presence in these texts but the dictionary omits some other preposition(s) meaning 'between'. Genesis and exodus (MS Corpus Christi College 444) from 1325 employs twēn(e) and bitwēn(e). Here, exceptionally, all the types are mentioned by the MED online. However, the number of instances the dictionary provides can be misleading. The five examples of twēn(e) are actually all the five occurrences in the whole text, while the four MED examples of bitwēn(e) correspond to 18 instances in the text.
A slightly later text of Guy of Warwick (1330) preserved in MS Auchinleck is listed by the MED online as including twēn(e) and atwix. These types occur only once in the whole text each. Interestingly, the later 1475 manuscript of the text paraphrases the passage including twēn(e) in the way that the preposition is completely omitted (see example (30) (31) and (32) employing personal pronouns, which was rather unusual in the works of Lydgate). The latter type is not attested by the MED online.
(31)
For as for thyn y take it hir bewte And yit she lete it ly twene hir and me As thou mayst se as yit she doth it wayfe As she were loth more then hir owen ressayue. 
Conclusions
The aim of the present paper was to focus on the Middle English preposition twēn(e) and to provide its origin, semantics, dialect distribution, complete textual distribution (record of texts employing twēn(e)) and token frequency. Moreover, all the texts containing the preposition twēn(e) were examined in order to establish the whole range of the prepositions meaning 'between' in them, and to evaluate their token frequency and the proportion of the application of twēn(e) as against all other examined prepositions in these texts. The analysis was carried out on the basis of such extensive electronic databases as the Middle English Dictionary online, the Oxford English Dictionary online and the Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse as well as on the basis of a number of complete preserved Middle English texts. The etymology of twēn(e), as the investigation has shown, is different from that presented by the MED online and OED online, which suggest the shorten-ing/aphesis of both bitwēn(e) and atwēn. The analysis of the dates of the first attestations of these three prepositions clearly implies that the etymology of ME twēn(e) needs to be revised as "an aphetic form of betwēn(e) < OE betwēonum".
As regards the semantics, twēn(e) had the prototype meaning 'between'. It could also sporadically mean 'in between, among'. The analysis demonstrates that the preposition twēn(e), similarly to betwēn(e), could assume locative, temporal and abstract senses. Some syntactic observations include the fact that twēn(e) was most frequently used with nouns and only sporadically with personal pronouns, without any numerals.
The dialect distribution of the preposition twēn(e), as deduced from the localisation of the manuscripts of the texts listed by the Middle English dictionary, is confirmed by the analysis of the Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse texts. Hence, twēn(e) was attested most frequently in the East-Midland texts, mostly in the writings of John Lydgate. In the North and in the SouthWest, the preposition was almost unattested but still available, as demonstrated by the presence of three occurrences of twēn(e) in two texts (three manuscripts). Twēn(e) has not been used in any preserved Kentish or West-Midland texts. The analysis brings to light the recorded use of the preposition twēn(e) in 18 Middle English texts preserved in 20 manuscripts. The majority, i.e., 12 texts (13 manuscripts) are authored by John Lydgate and localised in the East-Midlands. Four further texts also belong to the East-Midlands. Moreover, twēn(e) can be found once in one South-Western manuscript and once in each of two Northern manuscripts of one text. All texts including twēn(e) are metrical texts covering both religious and secular topics.
The investigation of the Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse and of a few other complete Middle English texts has granted us access to the actual token frequency of twēn(e) and other prepositions meaning 'between'. Moreover, the study shows some instances of the use of twēn(e) in texts which for unexplained reasons have not been recorded in the Middle English Dictionary online. Here belong four works of John Lydgate. In general, the investigation has revealed that the highest number of instances (absolute token frequency) of twēn(e) can be found in the texts by John Lydgate (see Table 5 in section 7.4.), in which twēn(e) is the top frequency or the second frequent preposition meaning 'between'.
Finally, a more general conclusion of the present study is that the Middle English Dictionary online needs to be treated more cautiously in terms of the text and thus dialect distribution of particular prepositions. Thus a study of complete Middle English texts is advisable not only for a token but also for a type frequency analysis.
